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From the Vicar

From the Team 310/30/2020

As we start to approach the end of

2020 we have had a short time to

gather our breath and gain some

perspective. It has been a great joy to

be able to gather again in person for

worship, and to share in the

Sacrament. As we have gathered it has

been a good reminder of what the

community of faith represents. As we

were reminded by Bishop Ross on his

recent visit the Body of Christ is a

spiritual community but also a

physical one. We manifest the Body of

Christ by gathering together for

worship. It is good to see the Body of

Christ back once again.

We now move into the end of the year

which is always a busy time in the

Church’s life. We have our Patronal

Festival All Saints Day on Sunday 1st

November with one 9.30am service and

a shared morning tea. We will then be

about a month away from the

beginning of the liturgical year and

the start of Advent.

And on a social level we have our Quiz

Night coming up on the 14th November

and our Parish combined breakfast on

the 5th December. These are great

opportunities to build relationships

amongst each other and have a bit of

fun. We hope to see you over these next

few months as the Body of Christ

gathers once again and makes Christ

known amongst us. Jordan.

Its seems like we received two early

Christmas presents last week: the

chance to worship and sing together

at last Sunday’s service, and an

enjoyable and successful ‘lite’ Fair.

That’s followed Bishop Ross Bay’s

visit the previous week. As we head

towards Advent the Church calendar

looks very rewarding with the return

of the Contemplative service, All

Saints day (complete with our choir)

and the Church Quiz .

Vestry will meet next week to finalize

plans for Advent and Christmas

Services. Jordan will be taking a

week’s annual leave and we trust he

has a great holiday.

We would like to take this

opportunity to thank Jordan for his

perseverance in securing funding for

the painting of the Church.

This painting will hopefully take

place by the end of summer. Vestry

will discuss the painting quotes next

week.

On behalf of Vestry we thank all who

helped with the Fair and Bishops

Ross’ morning tea. As we return to

‘normal services’ we acknowledge all

those on the church service and

morning tea rosters.

And as we put Covid behind us (for

the time being!) , we look forward to

seeing you at All Saints in the coming

weeks.

Jean Green People's Warden

Michael Burnell, Vicar’s Warden
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Upcoming Events

From the Team 410/30/2020

QUIZ NIGHT – SATURDAY 14th NOVEMBER

Get your teams together and join us for our annual Quiz

Night on Saturday 14th November starting at 7pm. Many of

you would have purchased tickets for our last date which will

of course still be valid. If you want to buy more tickets they

are $12 and will be on sale this Sunday. Bring gold coins for

spot games throughout night. We are still looking for raffle

items to be donated which you can bring in on Sundays.

ALL SAINTS DAY

We celebrate our Patronal Festival All Saints day on Sunday

the 1st November. We will celebrate in the morning with just

one service at 9.30am to celebrate together. If you are

planning on attending the service we invite you to bring a

plate to share for morning tea. This can be left in the church

before the service. We look forward to celebrating with you.

CONTEMPLATIVE SERVICE - TAIZE

The contemplative service takes place on the 4th Sunday of

the month at 5pm. Our service takes place this Sunday 25th

October.

Sea Sunday, 12th July 2020



Rosemary for 
Remembrance

Parish News 510/30/2020

Early in 2019 I made the decision to down-size from my Hillcrest home

to a smaller townhouse in Birkdale. I had read Marie Kondo’s book

and knew all about decluttering in principle but found it was much

harder to put into practice! So many memories were evoked with

every cupboard and drawer emptied.

When the house went on the market in March I felt like I was living in

a show home. Every cushion was artfully arranged, towels were

folded just so and it was a nightmare keeping Mystee off the white

duvets on all the beds! To make the house look welcoming (and lived

in), before each Open Home I arranged a small vase of flowers on the

dining-room table.

There were only a few pansies and

geraniums in the garden and little in

the way of suitable greenery so

following Mothering Sunday on 31

March I gleefully tucked my posy of

chrysanthemums and rosemary into

the vase. It lasted an extraordinarily

long time, due to the freshness of the

flowers and my changing the water

every few days, carefully snipping

0.5cm off the end of the stems.

By early June, the chrysanthemums

had long gone, the house had been

sold, the last of my possessions were

being packed and, in preparation for

the removal men the next day, I

emptied the vase for the last time.

Imagine my surprise when I found the

rosemary twig had sprouted roots!

Having no garden at my new house, I

intended taking my pots of cyclamen

and kalanchoe with me so quickly

potted up the rosemary so I could take

that too. As you can see from this

photo, it has flourished in its new

environment, flowering regularly and

attracting lots of bees. It is not yet

quite big enough for me to pluck a

piece to pop into the slow cooker with

a lamb shank but maybe next year!

A big thank you to those who put the

lovely posies together for Mothering

Sunday; I am very grateful, especially

for your efforts last year. Your little

sprig of rosemary is aptly named for

remembrance … it reminds me of the

ups and downs during 27 years of

family life in our home in Hillcrest, of

celebrating so many Mothering

Sundays at All Saints Birkenhead

(sadly not this year because of Covid-

19) and, of course, the pleasure to be

had of eating lamb cooked with

rosemary!

Susan Maclaine 
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Parish News 610/30/2020

First of all we would like to thank Jordan so much for the very

Blessed services each week and keeping in close contact with

us. Also thank you to All Saints Parish for all of their

support. What a lovely Sunday August 9th was, Mary

Sumner Day. All of the parish joined in to the very

thoughtful Service, the morning tea and watching

the wedding film from one of our members for 50yrs, thank

you. We may not have been able to meet recently but it didn’t

stop us from working for people in need

We still were knitting, sewing, sending food parcels to

people in need, also Margaret Jones got together and

we collected 400 hundred P.Js for the children up

North. We do keep in touch with one another. We are

hoping we will be able to meet for our meeting on

October 28th our President Joan Neilds will be our

speaker, we look forward to that. Once again Jordan

& the Parish thank you, and I wish you and your

families all the Blessings and very good health.

Pamela Ferry, Mother’s Union

Mary Sumner



A time for experimenting

Parish News 710/30/2020

Level 3 and the L2.5 was different to the L4 experience. The weather 

cast a more oppressive bloom with the result it wasn’t as energising. 

The sun didn’t shine, well maybe a little. It’s amazing how combined 

with the new predicament it could create a different response about 

our Nation and ourselves.

This time round my enthusiasm for cooking had definitely waned as 

had the rearrangement of cushions, writing in my journal and being 

mindful of just about everything on this earth. Is being mindful meant 

to be so tiring I wonder?

Images from the recent fair

So L3 and 2.5 required a different

approach. I decided to do some

experimenting. Organic potatoes had gone

to seed in my pantry due to neglect. I had

seen an organic garden program which

suggested digging a trough, placing eggs

along it, smashing them and putting the

plants on top. Highly nutritious the

garden expert said. I sacrificed a dozen

eggs. I’m now watching them grow on a

daily basis. I’m also watching another

batch of seed spuds planted in spud

fertiliser in a wine barrel. Not sure if it’s

the old wine seeping out of the barrel, but

they are thriving. My egg spuds are

plodding along!

Another ongoing experiment is the

rhubarb pot. I acquired an old fashioned

clay rhubarb pot with lid. It looks

attractive nestled in the flower garden.

Research was undertaken to discover the

history of these architecturally pleasing

clay pots and how to grow the rhubarb

hiding away in its depths. The lid is off, I

can see the top of green leaves struggling

to reach the light. Quite exciting and

worthy of regular visits to offer it

encouragement.

I have other experiments and interests on

the go as well. But that’s enough, this is

getting too long. Thanks for reading about

how I have enjoyed my recent lockdown,

it’s been yet another reflective time. I pray

you have all been well and are in good

cheer.

Pauline Matthews

Thank you for all your support with 

the Fair. We managed to raise an 

amazing $2,729.30!



Homeless in Lockdown

Parish News 810/30/2020

Thank You, but No Thank You, we

said. We’ll be fine, freedom camping

and following the sun (which was

still shining). Two days later when

we realised Freedom Camping spots

were being closed by the Councils,

NZ Motor Caravan Assn were

closing all their sites, and we

couldn’t travel anywhere anyway, we

rang friend back: “Where are the

keys, please!” And so we spent the

first lockdown in Pauanui, parked

outside their bach, sleeping in our

van but using their kitchen and

living room. Thank You God for

giving us wonderful friends. We

were 5 minutes from a beautiful

beach and we walked the walks and

enjoyed the sunshine while it lasted.

There is only one shop and it’s

supermarket in name only, but

before arriving we had stocked up on

wine and chocolate so we had the

essentials covered. And we had a TV

so we could follow the news. On the

downside it was very lonely, not

knowing anyone and no way to get

to know anyone. We had no

neighbours, none of them are

permanent Pauanui-ites and they

all obeyed the rules and didn’t come

for secret visits. >

As many of you know, David and I have been dealing with a 

leaky apartment saga for the last four years. Estimated 

completion dates have come and gone with the result that last 

summer we had nowhere to live, except in our little 

campervan. Fortunately, a very nice campervan. Small, but 

with comfortable bed and a shower and toilet. And the sun 

shone and all was good, except for the leaky home, of course. 

Then Covid struck and Level 4 was announced. A friend rang 

and offered us their beach house in Pauanui.

Gael Wright

> We stood at the kerbside on ANZAC morning at dawn and we were the only ones in

sight, no matter which way you looked. I envied the folk I saw walking their dogs on the

beach, I could see them meeting up with friends and stopping to have a chat, while

keeping the correct distances of course. But at least we had each other, in our beautiful

beach-side bubble. At level 3 we escaped for a day. We desperately needed a bank or a

smart ATM and Whangamata was the closest. I wasn’t sure if we were allowed but I was

ready for the roadblock. I was going to say: “My son said we could and he’s a Policeman.”

(He is but would cringe if I really said that – isn’t it wonderful when you can finally

embarrass your children instead of it being the other way around?). Anyway, no

roadblocks and we had a wonderful day playing truant. We went to the supermarket, we

went to the Dollar shop, we ate fish n chips on the beach and, finally, we remembered to

go to the bank.

So, that was us for Level 4 and 3. At Level 2 we came back to Auckland, nervous but

excited about seeing family and my beautiful grandson. And work began again on our

leaky home and we received, amongst the many bills from the lawyers and the ‘experts’

we keep in the manner to which I would love to become accustomed, a new completion

date for next year. We travelled in our van again. Down to Tauranga and beyond, up to

Whangarei and all points north, and back to Gulf Harbour where we can travel in to

Auckland via ferry. All good until we woke up one morning to the news that Auckland

was back in Level 3, and it was happening by mid-day. A mini panic overcame both of

us. We didn’t really think it through and in our minds it became Level 4 all over again.

And, with nowhere to go, where could we go?!? Then my phone rang and it was another

friend, offering us the ‘space’ under his apartment. A large unfurnished room, with

concrete floor, with a few holes here and there because of leaks when the wind blows the

wrong way, and no kitchen but (be positive Gael), it did have a tiny bathroom and a tiny

sink with H & C water.

And was in an ideal situation at Three Lamps so Ponsonby was at our doorstep. Yes,

please, and Thank You God for giving us wonderful friends. The campervan turned into

a racing car and we were off to purchase a 2 electric hot plate thingy and a bench top

oven, if only we had a bench to put it on, but (be positive Gael!), we have a camping

table in the van. Next stop was our storage unit. It’s always difficult, if not impossible,

to find things we know must be there, but we managed to find our airbed, our TV, a

vacuum cleaner, a wardrobe rail and a mirror. There is an old couch and a table with 4

chairs in situ, and we have been lent some mats, so we are furnished! Of course when

we moved in Ponsonby was Closed, but that is changing and can only get better. And

spring is sprung so soon we will be able to live in our van again, while we wait for our

leaky home to continue it’s saga. We have had a disastrous mediation with Auckland

Council, we have increased building costs as more and more problems have been found

within the building, we also have more and more creditors wanting dollars we no longer

have, but we have to have faith that God is on our side. So, there will be a Covid vaccine,

we will move back into 270 Onewa Road and the 5 o’clock Grannies Club will meet

again, and best of all, we will be able to walk as fast as we can around the block on a

Sunday to 9.30 service at All Saints, late as usual…



Memories of Visiting York in 
England

Parish News 910/30/2020

The second was

experiencing the Yorvik

Museum., a top-rate time-

tunnel show. Earlier, a

shopping centre

development had required

an archaeological dig which

uncovered evidence of

Viking settlement. We

went underneath the

foundations of the

shopping centre to travel

in little battery-powered

cars which displayed

audio/visual/olfactory

dioramas of the 800s raids

by the Vikings and then of

their settlement in

England in the 900s as

shown by a Viking village

and its inhabitants.

Continued next page

Then the time tunnel
part revealed the
actual archaeological
dig, followed by a
depiction of scientists
in a lab studying the
artefacts recovered.
Brilliant!

While we are in lockdown, I am making progress on writing up my memoirs, using

diary and photo records, and currently re-living our trip to Britain in 1993. I want to

share my memorable 5 experiences over the 2 days we spent in England’s east side city

of York. First was a visit to York Minster, the second-place Cathedral seat in England.

We took the guided “Foundations Tour” under the building. During the engineering

works to prevent the central tower from collapsing, amazing historical stuff had been

discovered. At the lowest level we saw the remains of a huge Roman military

headquarters. Then above that were the foundations of the original Norman cathedral,

which preceded the present Gothic edifice dating from 1220-1470. Then we saw the

massive 20th Century concrete collars and huge bolted titanium steel rods designed to

prevent further spreading of the walls and collapse of the main tower above. An

incredible span of historical technology!

Eric Bowater



Then the time tunnel revealed part the
actual archaeological dig, followed by a
depiction of scientists in a lab studying
the artefacts recovered. Brilliant!
Whenever I have been prone to describe
something as a “shambles”, I never knew
that the word referred to an actual
historic lane in York. In medieval times
it had butchers’ shops on each side,
where slaughtering was done out the
back and blood and offal waste ended up
flowing down the middle of the street.
Nowadays, a very clean and peaceful
place.

The fourth was the York Castle Museum,
a huge meandering place displaying the
history of domestic life and equipment
over the centuries, and also describing
the part that the city of York played
during the English Civil War in the
1600s. Finally, I managed to get to the
National Railway Museum in York. I was
fascinated by the displays ranging from
George Stephenson’s early 1800s
locomotive and open-air train, to the
Flying Scotsman, to the streamlined
Mallard locomotive which held the
120mph speed record for steam, to the
Channel Tunnel electric train system.

The Brits do history and technology so
well—I just soaked it up!

Add A Footer 10

The Jorvik Viking Centre
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DREAMING DURING CRISIS 
TIMES

Parish News 1110/30/2020

Recently I was interviewed as a dream specialist by a journalist from

an online newspaper, “The Spinoff”, asking why so many people are

reporting unusually vivid and disturbing dreams at this time. I was

able to tell her about research done by dream scientists after the Twin

Towers attack in 2001, showing that there was a dramatic rise for a

while in the reporting of nightmares throughout the general

population. This was because there was sudden widespread alarm

about public safety in America.

We are in a parallel situation now, even worse, as the Covid-19

pandemic is world-wide and invisible, stalking our streets like an

invading army. It is quite rational to be afraid of it, and to take drastic

steps to protect ourselves. And it is natural for this heightened anxiety

to be reflected in our dreams, which normally reflect our current

emotional concerns, using imagery largely derived from our previous

experiences of fear; even from watching films and TV news. The brain

does not distinguish between real and imagined situations; so we feel

the fear in our bodies for real, even if it is exaggerated, in the same

way as we may sometimes wake up weeping when we have dreamed of

losing a loved one. Several people have contacted me by email to ask

about frightening dreams. One young woman had dreamed she was

dying in a white hospital ward; I reassured her this was not to be

taken as a prediction, as most young people recover, if they are

healthy; it was simply an expression of her fear. An older woman

dreamed of being in a car outside a funeral parlour; but when she

thought more about it, she connected it with having recently attended

her ex-husband’s funeral – not her own!

Margaret Bowater

Others have dreamed of doing

embarrassing personal “business” in

front of other people – which seems to

be a metaphor of being under

observation all the time while under

Lockdown.

I myself have dreamed of trying to hide

from killers in a dark forest

(influenced, no doubt, by reading about

wartime Resistance fighters); and

another dream of being in a large

empty multi-storey building where

none of the scattered inhabitants spoke

to me! (Only half accurate for this

Village, as even strangers say hello in

passing by.) But each dream reflects

some aspect of the strangeness of our

current circumstances.

So I am interested to hear from others

about what your dreams are reflecting

to you.

Email me on

mandebowater@gmail.com, or phone

on me on 482-0250.

Others have dreamed of doing

embarrassing personal “business” in

front of other people – which seems to

be a metaphor of being under

observation all the time while under

Lockdown.

mailto:mandebowater@gmail.com


Learning to Walk 
in the Dark 

Library Corner

In these strange times, under
emergency Lockdown, it is good to read
a book that strengthens our faith in
the presence of God with us, however
dark the circumstances. Barbara
Brown Taylor, an Episcopal priest in
the USA, has written another beautiful
book, “Learning to Walk in the Dark,”
(pub 2014 by HarperOne,) this time
about overcoming the fear of darkness.

Most of us have learned in our
upbringing to be afraid of hidden
dangers in the darkness, but as David
points out in Psalm 139, God is present
there too; we sing “for light and dark
are both alike to Thee.” And Isaiah
45:3 says “I will give you the treasures
of darkness and riches hidden in secret
places.”

Book Review 12

Chapter by chapter, Taylor takes us on her personal journey to
discover what lies hidden in the dark places of life, including
religious fear, depression, blindness, “the dark night of the soul,”
underground places, moonlight, moonless forest, and simply
getting lost. Each chapter tells its own story of discovering light
in the darkness. (I could have added a chapter of my own,
describing the delight of discovering beautiful grottoes of
stalactites and stalagmites in limestone caves when I used to go
caving in my student days.) Taylor’s style is charming; the print
is easy to read; and the insights are memorable. Margaret
Bowater, Librarian
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Shelley Miller Interiors and Designs

INSPIRATION

If a kitchen renovation is at the top of your list, it

could be time to check out Shelley Miller Designs at

Meridian Joinery Limited. Our Philosophy is “You

dream it, we will create it”. With more than 30 years

combined experience, we will guide you through the

many choices available to create your dream kitchen,

from classic to contemporary. Project managed from

concept plan to installation. Appliances at commercial

prices.

KITCHENS       

BATHROOMS          

INTERIORS

Phone: Shelley:  09 441 7289   - Mobile: 027 283 

3735 

email: shelleymillerdesigns@meridian.org.nz

TRADE ME
Geoff Newton (480 8538), with help from Rachel

Haggie (444 1438), continues to raise funds by selling

goods on TradeMe. You can donate goods for auction or

Geoff will sell on your behalf with a small commission

(minimum of 10% for larger items) going to church

funds.

GIVING TO THE PARISH
The ministry of All Saints is only possible by your generosity. If you would

like to join the envelope system, or to set up a direct debit, in order to

claim a tax rebate on your giving, please contact the parish office.

You can also give directly to our bank account number:

12-3035-0541134-00. Please ID your payment with your name in order to

receive a receipt, which can be used to claim the government rebate (one

third of your donations).

https://allsaintsbirkenheadanglican.com/
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https://www.facebook.com/allsaintsbirkenhead&event=video_description&redir_token=ArB-vpLdgtRByYO0FDHt-Fzkc5p8MTU4ODQ3MjQ0NEAxNTg4Mzg2MDQ0&v=WGbliX7m-U4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8pWeiW4rF-ytqitrCJDEaQ

